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Introduction
Obstructive sleep apnea is a disease consisting of episodes of partial or
complete closure of the upper airway that occur during sleep and lead
to breathing cessation defined as a period of apnea more than 10s. Side
effect incorporate anxiety, wheezing, intermittent arousing, morning
cerebral pain and exorbitant day time languor. Conclusion of
obstructive rest apnea depends on rest history and polysomnography.
Obstructive rest apnea disorder (OSAS) influences 6-17% of grownups in worldwide world.
Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) is the best quality level
treatment in serious OSAS. In the event of prejudice to CPAP, elective
treatment is rest a medical procedure or dental apparatus. Achievement
of rest a medical procedure relies upon informations about locales of
collaps of upper respiratory parcel during apnea assaults. Medication
initiated rest endoscopy (DISE) is a symptomatic method for 3D unique
anatomical perception of upper aviation route hindrance during calmed
rest. Medication prompted rest/sedation endoscopy (DISE) or video
rest nasendoscopy, first portrayed by Croft and Pringle in 1991,
empowers investigation during instigated rest . DISE is normally acted
in a working room, peacefully and under delicate lighting.
Medication actuated rest endoscopy is at present the assessment that
empowers check destinations to be situated under conditions best
approximating normal rest. Yet, there are sure cripples: The
impediment of studies is the requirement in the span of DISE not being
indistinguishable from that of normal physiological rest .Another
impairment of rest endoscopy (DISE) is neccesity of an activity room
and anesthesiologist staffs for performing it. The principle points of
this novel planned technique are: 1-Visualization of upper respiratory
lot's collaps destinations during physiological rest; 2-Elimination of
neccesity of activity room and anesthesiologist staffs.
For envisioning of upper respiratory parcel during physiologicaly rest we
need a camera wich ought to contains highlights roar:
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Today there are cameras with these highlights utilizing by
Gastroenterologists for imagining the intestinal framework during case
endoscopy. Colon container endoscopy is a remote and insignificantly
intrusive procedure for perception of the entire colon . These cameras
are not little enough for imagining upper respiratory lot. we could see
one of these cameras .In a container endoscopy camera there are spaces
between camera head and external destinations of gadget in each end.
Each space's length is 5.6 mm. There are betteries inside the gadget is
sufficient for 8 hours. Batteries length is up to 10 mm .The camera wich
could use for imagining the upper respiratory parcel needs batteries only
for 20 minutes.

Conclusion
For picturing the breakdown destinations of upper respiratory plot
during physiological rest the camera ought to connected by clipses of
little camera to the back pharyngeal divider, between level of velum
and level of base of the tongue under effective and nearby sedation
.During physiological rest after apnea assaults start, a rest professional
should begin the camera. 15-20 minuets recording of movments of
upper respiratory plot destinations could show us the conduct of
tissues during apnea assaults.
This planned technique could give us apportunity of noticing the upper
respiratory plot breakdown locales for first time during physiological
rest.
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